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Getting around

Address of the workshop venues

Workshop sessions on 17 & 18 January
Main building VU Amsterdam
De Boelelaan 1105
1081 HV Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Workshop dinner on 17 January
Novotel Amsterdam city
Europaboulevard 10
1083 AD Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Access from airport, train station, other public transport to the venue

From Central Station
- metro tram 51, direction Amstelveen Westwijk (16 minutes), stop at: De Boelelaan/VU
- tram 5, direction Amstelveen Binnenhof (25 minutes), stop at: De Boelelaan/VU
- tram 16, direction VUmc, final stop

From Station Amsterdam Zuid
- express tram 51 (1 minute), direction Amstelveen Westwijk
- tram 5 (1 minute), direction Amstelveen Binnenhof
- it’s a 10 minute walk to the VU Amsterdam from Station Amsterdam Zuid
**Schiphol Airport**

Travelers arriving at Schiphol can take the train to Station Amsterdam Zuid (see *Public transport: from Station Amsterdam Zuid*).

**Arriving by car**

The A-10 Amsterdam ring road can be reached from all directions. Follow the A-10 to the Zuid/Amstelveen exit S 108. Turn left at the end of the slip road onto Amstelveenseweg: after about three hundred metres (at the VU hospital building) turn left again onto De Boelelaan. VU Amsterdam can be reached via city routes S 108 and S 109.

**Parking**

There is a limited amount of parking space around Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam itself in De Boelelaan, which has parking bays, and also in Gustav Mahlerlaan. There is paid parking on VU Amsterdam parking lot to the right of the Hospital Outpatient Clinic. There is even more parking space on the east side of Buitenveldertselaan at the junction with Willem van Weldammelaan, within 5 minutes walking distance of VU Amsterdam. A number of parking places for the handicapped are reserved in front of Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam Main Building.

**Taxis**

The best and most convenient taxi service is UBER. Other taxi services are also good and charge within a similar price range. For a trip from the airport you might have to spend around 25 Euros one way.